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UPDATE #11
Apple Inc. and Google
MVP approved
(minimal viable product)

AUD$2m

cap raise

(in-market runway, min. $0.25m)

~
Piñya
(patent #3 accepted)

Guest Reviews
(patent #2 lodged)

+
online optics
(deployed)

&
ICO subscribers

ICO subscribers
(official welcome to AIRSTAYZ telegram group)

Dear One and All…
with tremendous pleasure to announce our MVP App has now been approved by Apple Inc. and Google.

The team has worked tirelessly in bringing to market a world class, globally scalable APP and desktop
booking portal, together with support from our funding partners to secure the needed $'s to achieve.

So far, with 0.5m hotels globally, digital key search & booking, on-demand services (Uber, Lyft,
Google) and restaurants (OpenTable), with additional features and integrations already scoped. eg
flights, hotel bed-banks, direct onboarding, crypto exchange listing (tokenised rewards, aka STAY
Rewarded™) and several loyalty and retail programs (adding to the customer acquisition initiatives) whilst continually improving current integrations, search and overall experience.

Simplenight providing customer support, commissions management and "look to book" skills - further
integrations in September, accessing additional inventory (amidst other inventory integrations) and the
full gamut of concierge and in-market guest experiences.

A number of hotels arleady approached, others re-engaged with alongisde industry supply partners.
Challenging with CV19 travel restrictions, however the relationships already built whilst zoom,
googlemeets holding us in good stead.
- keen to position post CV19 or at least amongst co-existing strategies (contactless touch points, such as
digital key)
- commericalising the digtal key and guest review patents and STAY (AIRSTAYZ utility token) are also
in the mix

So... our soon to be released Apps will be the catalyst of being in-market and ramping up from there.
Release date to be announced shortly - once available in respective App stores (Apple and Google Play
[Android]) - we'll send through a follow-up note including links to download.

~ released soon

~ desktop bookings
released together with APPs

AUD$2m

cap raise

2nd round capital raise now open to fund our in-market runway; launch, soft PR & media, ongoing tech and maintenance,
product development, business development, onboarding, crypto listing and general working capital.

Once we secure our minimum AUD$0.25m we can launch and will trigger the Apps being released. We be delighted to
discuss further with interested parties, several already in active discussions. A Convertible Note (CNote) is available for
larger and stragetic investors, ie can participate in multiple rounds as we go forward.

As we position for both a post CV19 travel environment and a CV19 co-existing travel world, where contactless, digital key
and a little further ahead, a tokenised reward program driven by blockchain to become mainSTAY.

.INVEST portal

several sections are password protected. please contact us for direct access.

Patent #3

acquired through our purchase of BOMB'D Pty Ltd (aka Piñya), has now been examined and accepted.
- an important, strategic pillar to AIRSTAYZ in-market appeal

Patent #2
Guest reviews and earning STAY
(lodged)

online optics
corporate

online store

STAY

STAY Rewarded™

fine print

~ Welcome ~

An official welcome to our ICO (initial coin offering) subscribers, that supported our vision early on, in taking travel along the

crypto (tokenised rewards) and blockchain path. Certainly been a winding road, from uncertainty in blockchain's legitamacy to
the bubbles then crypto-Winters to CV19 - nonetheless, we continue to believe in travel 2.0 - where rarely has a moment in
time been better to launch and disrupt. A timely inclusion to AIRSTAYZ email Updates and as we look to our launch roadmap,
creating utility for STAY, underpinning its value as the ecosystem grows, with the capstone - a crypto exchange lisiting.

Meliá Hotels International

A huge thank you to Meliá Hotels International (Meliá) for their support, through Marco (Co-Founder) and Soriano Family's
holdings. Meliá a European / Spanish based Hotel chain with over 400 hotels (and growing). Spain hit hard by the pandemic,
and still finding its feet, albeit parts of Europe slowly re-opening.

~ from the cosmopolitan Barcelona to the French coastline, to Madrid, Bilboa, back to Portugal, down through Seville across to
Marbella and Málaga - voilà (or rather ¡ahí está!) - a wonderful country with welcoming people, beautiful spots, seaside and
mountainside, equally - on anyone's European travel bucket list.

ps we'll do our best to create a special deal for AIRSTAYZ

users :)

CV19
galvanised a new way to travel and the value propositions of our platform.
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